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TWST: Tell me a little bit about Semper Augustus 

Investments Group.
Mr. Bloomstran: We launched Semper Augustus in late 1998, 

at the height of the tech and Internet boom, and named the company 
after the most inflated of the tulip bulbs in 1637 Holland. We thought 
we had a bubble in tech and in some of the nonsensical Internet stuff, 
and recognized there were dangers out there. We harbored the name for 
years, having first read about the tulipomania and the Semper Augustus 
bulb in Charles Mackay’s 1841 book, Extraordinary Popular Delusions 
and the Madness of Crowds — still one of the best books on investing 
ever written. We set out to beat the S&P 500 over long periods of time 
and have been really successful to date; though we will invariably lag 
during big up moves in the market, the last 12 to 15 months being no 
exception. We are coming up on 15 years in business, and we have 
about $185 million under management. 

We’re presumptively a Ben Graham, Warren Buffett value 
shop, running very concentrated equity portfolios. Typically, we 

have no more than 25 names in the portfolio, sometimes as few as 
15. Generally, we concentrate at the high end, where our largest 
holdings, five or six largest holdings, can make up half of our capi-
tal. The business quality and the price have to be outstanding for us 
to commit large amounts of capital, and there are only a handful of 
companies where we would exceed 5% or 10%. A longstanding in-
vestment in Berkshire Hathaway (BRK-A) totals almost 30% of 
our capital today. We employ this dual margin of safety and price 
where we are first and foremost looking for the quality of the busi-
ness and the moat around the franchise — the durability of the prod-
uct or service — and then we try to ensure that returns on capital are 
adequate, that a company is actually earning its cost of capital, 
which we think most companies don’t do. When we assess the qual-
ity of a company, we try to figure out what a rational buyer would 
pay for the whole business and then wait for the price of the shares 
to trade at sufficient discount, where we can have combination of 
business quality and price to provide our dual margin of safety. If we 
don’t have both, we won’t include the equity in a portfolio.
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TWST: What about gold? What’s your view on investing 
in gold?

Mr. Bloomstran: I guess we are reluctant owners of gold. We 
own a couple of gold mining companies and another business that actu-
ally mines copper and zinc, which is being acquired in a hostile takeover. 
I would say, however, we are constructive on 
gold because we are deconstructive on central 
banking and fiat money.

TWST: You own mining compa-
nies, but do not own physical gold?

Mr. Bloomstran: We have never 
owned physical gold. We have believed for a 
long time, and wrongly so, that the leverage 
you get from owning the mining operations 
would give you an operationally leveraged 
advantage in a rising gold price environ-
ment. We bought our first gold mining com-
panies in the late 1990s when we were 
starting the firm. Then we owned Newmont 
Mining (NEM), Barrick Gold (ABX) and 
Amax Gold, which was acquired by Kinross 
Gold (KGC). We sold Barrick and Kinross 
both really well in early 2008, and later 
bought Kinross back at much lower prices. 
We have added rather substantially to our 
positions in Newmont and Kinross over the 
last three or four years. 

So we were first buying the gold 
miners in the late 1990s, close to the lows, after 
the price of the metal had descended way down from 1980s’ high of $850 
an ounce to the low of $250. In the case of a Newmont, which we bought 
really at the lows in late 1990s, they then had a cash cost to produce gold 
of 160 bucks an ounce; all-in costs were still below the very low tick on 
the spot price of $250, so the company was making money even then. A 

simple rise to $300 per ounce would give you huge amounts of upside 
profitability, and further increases to $400 and beyond would give you 
obscene amounts of upside if you held costs constant. The reality has 
been, which you kind of know when you run mining companies going in 
is, that as the metal price increases, as commodity prices increase, the 
cost to mine that commodity goes up; costs are far from constant. The 
same can be said for oil and anything else you extract out of the ground. 
Energy costs, which are 20% of the cost of gold mining, labor costs, 
another 20% to 25%, and really most other expenses have risen exponen-
tially, they have risen nearly as fast as the gold price. Thus, operating 
margins, which have improved, haven’t risen enough to see the mining 
shares keep pace with the metal.

When you are expanding mine capacity and you’re digging in 
tough parts of the world, the mines get more complicated and you have 
got to bring talented people on board. It’s hard to hire good people when 
they’re scarce, and it takes time to keep up with the demand, and so your 
labor costs increase. Between labor and energy, costs have surprised on 

the upside, and that’s impacted profitability. It also hasn’t helped that 
multiples on the mining shares have contracted. Back in the late 1990s, 
the well-run miners commanded multiples of 40 or more times earnings, 
we thought discounting the operational profitability to come. Some of 
best companies can now be had for 10 times. 

It’s worth adding that the manage-
ment teams in the industry haven’t exactly 
been great stewards of capital, most paying big 
premiums for acquisitions as the industry con-
solidated. In fairness, given the substantial 
profits earned in the past 15 years, despite 
binging on deals, the balance sheets of the best 
companies are actually in great shape, and 
that’s part of the appeal.

TWST: Over the last year or so, 
platinum mines have suffered productivity 
drops because of strikes and other difficul-
ties. Are gold mining companies impacted 
by strikes and labor disruptions as well?

Mr. Bloomstran: It has not been as 
much of an issue with the gold miners, though 
that may change as companies expand produc-
tion in tough places. You now have very little 
new net mine supply, which has been shrink-
ing. The industry is spending on the order of $4 
billion a year on exploration, and they are just 
not finding new ore bodies. So when you get to 
places that are less hospitable than Canada, 
North America and friendly parts of South 

America in an effort to develop mines, you have had some labor unrest. 
I don’t think you had anything on par with you’ve seen with some of the 
platinum guys, but it’s tough. New finds have been in bad places. 

Of the two gold miners in our portfolio today, Kinross and 
Newmont, Kinross really is probably the more interesting in terms of 

upside but also in terms of political risk as well. They operate in places 
like Mauritania. Both have operations in Ghana. Mauritania can be de-
scribed as as sketchy place to operate, governed for I think a mere one 
year under elected officials since free from France in 1960. The current 
junta eliminated that official a few years ago. Kinross lost several of 
their top mining engineers in a helicopter, ahem, crash last year trying to 
fly gold out of the country. So it’s tough; labor is very difficult. The re-
serve grades and mining costs are fantastic, so you take the risk, but you 
also look for diversification among projects within a company. Companies 
with reserves in better places command a premium. Investors in mining 
companies need to be keenly aware of things like the recent nationaliza-
tion of oil interests in Venezuela and elsewhere.

TWST: You said some of your interest in the mining com-
panies is because of lack of faith in the fiat currencies. Would you 
talk about that?

Mr. Bloomstran: We have felt for a long, long time that we 
are simply overleveraged in society. Household debt, government debt 

“Of the two gold miners in our portfolio today, Kinross and Newmont, Kinross really is 
probably the more interesting in terms of upside but also in terms of political risk as well.”
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and corporate debt totals $55 trillion on a $16 trillion economy. We’ve 
been as high as 375% debt to GDP —  that’s on balance sheet debt. We 
think a relationship closer to 200% would be more rational and service-
able. When you count as a liability all of the unfunded promises that 
we’ve made for Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid, these off-bal-
ance-sheet liabilities collectively add another $50 trillion to $100 trillion 
in debt that’s unfunded. Added to our on-balance sheet debt, in the ag-

gregate our leverage burden is just unserviceable. We have been in this 
process of deleveraging now for four or five years. We’ve seen house-
hold debts began to decline, not so much because households want to 
decline, but through things like the foreclosure process, we’ve taken 
mortgage debt down by $1 trillion. But as you know, the federal govern-
ment has seen gross debt grow from $8 trillion to $16 trillion in just a 
handful of years. The Fed balance sheet is now almost $3.2 trillion, up 
from $850 billion before the crisis in 2007. The Fed is financing the 
government budget deficit.

Governments know that when the debt stock is too high and is 
in the process of deleveraging, then if you got a leveraged society, the 
last thing you can have declining is your top line, which would be a de-
cline in GDP. They are doing everything they can to keep the consumer, 
the driver of 70% of the economy, in the game. You’ve got the Fed, 
you’ve got the European Central Bank, The Bank of England, The Bank 
of Japan, all playing the same game. And effectively, they are in a race 
to the bottom in terms of fiat currency. Currency is not backed by any 
real tangible asset, but simply by faith. I’m not sure there is an immediate 
translation to inflation, which a lot of gold bugs believe; they pound the 
table and say inflation is coming, inflation is coming. It doesn’t come 
immediately, but in the process of trying to keep the consumer in the 
game, the central banks are, I think, destroying currencies. You don’t so 
much see it immediately in translation of the prices of goods and things, 
but you see it in terms of just the damage done to their balance sheets and 
to the supply of money. Inflation to us is an increase in the supply of 
money, which manifests itself in different ways.

TWST: Given all that, how does it turn out? Where are 
we going?

Mr. Bloomstran: I think if you had to quantify the amount of 
debt we could bear on balance sheet, if you revert interest rates back to 
a more normal level, which would be some level higher than zero, then 
we’ve got to clean up at least another $20 trillion in debt domestically. 
We have done maybe $2 trillion so far, so we are 10% the way there. To 
reconcile it, if things go swimmingly and we don’t get high levels of 
inflation in the short term, I think it’s really tough to paint a picture 
where we’ll have any growth at all for a long time in GDP adjusted for 
inflation and population growth. With no economic growth, I don’t see 
the governments of the developed world allowing large levels of defla-
tion to take hold, which could speed along the deleveraging process. 
Governments will continue to spend money they don’t have, and in 
doing so, the case for gold as a store of value is very real.

TWST: Other than the mining companies, are there 
companies that give you exposure to the advantages you described 
with gold, other than holding physical gold?

Mr. Bloomstran: ETFs have something like $160 billion in 
assets today, and that’s 10% of the private investment holdings of gold. 
The whole idea of the gold stock is kind of interesting. If you try to get 
your mind around how big the gold stock is relative to other asset classes 
and relative to GDP and all of that, you basically have 170,000 metric 

tons of gold outstanding. There are a little over 32,000 ounces of troy 
ounces of gold in a metric ton. On that 170,000 tons, that works out to 
about 5.5 billion ounces of gold above ground, all of the gold that’s been 
mined in history of the world above ground, whether it’s in jewelry, 
whether it’s in bars and coins, whether it’s in held in central bank vaults, 
or whether it’s used in technology and dentistry. 

At $1,600 an ounce, it is just under $9 trillion, about $8.8 
trillion. Last year, the mining industry produced just over 90 million 
ounces of gold. So mine supply was 2,800 metric tons of gold. The 
mining industry is effectively adding to the supply of gold by only 

“It doesn’t come immediately, but in the process of trying to keep the consumer in the 
game, the central banks are, I think, destroying currencies. You don’t so much see it 
immediately in translation of the prices of goods and things, but you see it in terms of 
just the damage done to their balance sheets and to the supply of money.”
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about 1.6% per year. At the margin, you get the price of gold moving 
a lot based on the demand for gold outstripping supply. Jewelry de-
mand, which has been in decline for 10 years as prices have risen, is 
still very strong in places like China and India. China and India ac-
count for half of demand for gold. 

Interestingly, central banks have become a big player on the 
demand side. They were on the other side and doing the wrong thing in 
the late 1990s and the early part of the 2000s when gold was cheap, when 
gold was down at 250, 350, 450 bucks an ounce. They had been selling 
for a long period of time, liquidating their gold reserves, at low prices. 
For the last three years, they’ve begun buying gold again and holding 

that gold as a portion of the reserves. Sell low and buy back higher. For 
2011, that number was about 450 tons, and I think for 2012, the number 
is going to come in at over 500 tons, which will be the greatest amount 
of central bank buying since the early 1960s. Demand for bars and coins 
by private investors will remain strong as long as governments wage war 
against fiat money. So there is demand at the margin, but you are not 
getting any new big finds on the supply side. 

The last 50 million ounce find actually was one of Newmont’s 
mines, Yanacocha, which I think came online in 1993 or 1994. It was the 
last of the mines that had over 50 million ounces of gold. In 2011 and 
2012, the industry didn’t even replace mine supply with new gold finds 
and reserve development. So the gold mining industry is in net depletion.

TWST: What about the idea that gold might become the 
international currency, replacing the dollar?

Mr. Bloomstran: Some very legitimate people have made the 
case that we need to revert back to currencies that have some backing by 
gold or some other tangible store of value. We were there before, prior to 
1933, but I don’t know that it works now. I don’t know how you get a $9 
trillion commodity backing the currencies supporting infinitely higher 
stocks of assets and liabilities. But I do know that the history of curren-
cies over time is that all currencies ultimately revert to zero. But if you 
are going to live for 1,000 years or for 2,000 years, I’m not sure you 
would want to own gold either because even at 1% or 2% compounding 
over enough years, the math doesn’t work. Currencies get repriced, as-
sets and liabilities get repriced and even gold gets repriced. The reality is 
nothing can compound at a relatively high rate forever, but the stock of 
gold has stood the test of time, just as 100% of currencies have failed the 
test of time. Gold always becomes a store value when we lose faith in 
currencies and the value of currencies declines. 

And I’m not sure how that transitions and plays out. It is not 
an asset that appreciates during the leveraging phase, which is most of 
the time. We are reluctant to own these gold companies and really only 
are excited about them now that the prices of the mining companies are 
so cheap. I would rather own businesses that have pricing power that sell 
things that have end demand in any kind of monetary or fiscal climate. 
We like companies with the ability to raise prices as their own internal 
input costs go up, companies that are selling durable and staple goods 
with static demand around the world, and that are selling products into 

the portions of the globe that are actually growing. A lot of emerging 
markets are pretty attractive places for companies in the developed world 
and you are not having to pay wildly high prices for great companies that 
sell in those locations. 

Many really good international businesses are trading for 20 
times free cash earnings, which historically would be high, but the flip 
of 20 times earnings is a 5% earnings yield, where the actual metal gold 
earns nothing. We have an equity portfolio today that’s trading for a little 
over 11 times earnings, 11 times normalized free cash earnings, which 
gets you to a 9% earnings yield. I’ve got businesses that, as I said, can 
raise prices if their input costs go up. 

We have a big chunk of our holdings in Berkshire Hathaway. 
If it wasn’t for the likelihood of a bearish case to be made for fiat money, 
I’m not sure Berkshire would have bought the Burlington Northern 
Railroad. Berkshire basically bought the rail at twice capital, a business 
that had earned 11% on capital in its best year. Berkshire thus began its 
ownership with an initial earnings yield of 4% if you adjust for their pen-
sion plan properly. Berkshire has a track record of earning almost 20% 
return. So why would you start with a 4% returning asset? Well, it’s a 
business that if energy prices go up, if diesel fuel prices go up, they can 
pass through those costs immediately to customers with surcharges. 

On reinvested capital, they will make north of 8% returns. I 
think of Buffett as somebody who is in a position to be able to think very 
long term and invest in businesses and in assets that will retain a store 
value in an environment where currencies lose value regardless of the 
dollar versus the euro, or the dollar versus the yen, or the yen versus the 
euro, vice versa. You are basically looking for things that consumers will 
consume regardless of the price, for businesses that are well-capitalized, 
properly profitable and well-run.

TWST: You mentioned Berkshire Hathaway a couple of 
times. It is a company that some investors certainly love to hate, 
despite the fact that it continues to perform well. What do you like 
about it?

“Currencies get repriced, assets and liabilities get repriced and even gold gets repriced. The 
reality is nothing can compound at a relatively high rate forever, but the stock of gold has 
stood the test of time, just as 100% of currencies have failed the test of time. Gold always 
becomes a store value when we lose faith in currencies, and the value of currencies decline.”

1-Year Daily Chart of Berkshire Hathaway

Chart provided by www.BigCharts.com
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Mr. Bloomstran: Berkshire Hathaway is a collection of 
outstanding businesses that are largely unleveraged that are trading far 
below replacement or intrinsic value. The sum total of Berkshire’s hold-
ings we think are worth over $300 billion, and you’ve got a market cap 
today of little over $250 billion. Despite being up 15% last year and over 
15% this year, it is still trading at a big discount to what we think the fair 
value of the business is. It’s a collection of businesses that generate sub-
stantial amounts of free cash.

TWST: Is management change a concern at all for you?
Mr. Bloomstran: No, everybody wants to know what happens 

in the event that Warren kicks the proverbial bucket or gets hit by the 
proverbial bus. I think Mr. Buffett and the board have done a lot of think-
ing on that front. There are effectively over 70 operating companies, 
each run by independent CEOs and management teams. Matt Rose and 
his team, for instance, very independently run the Burlington Northern 
Railroad, and that’s worth $50 billion out of the $300 billion that 
Berkshire is worth. 

MidAmerican has their own management in place, and that’s a 
$20 billion-plus asset. Lehmann and his 3G team are going to run Heinz, 
once they consummate the most recent transaction, which is going to be an 
interesting thing. Mr. Buffett has a hands-off reputation, which Mr. 
Lehmann does not, well known for his cost conscious approach. Within 
Berkshire, they have hired two money managers to help run the invest-
ment portfolio of the insurance companies, in the event Warren disappears. 
Those guys are doing a very good job on the investment front. He has in-
creased their assets under management to $10 billion combined out of $90 
billion in the stock portfolio of the insurance companies. I think he has 
begun to shrink the concentration of Berkshire’s operations in property 
casualty insurance and reinsurance with investments in things like the 
railroad and Heinz, Lubrizol and Marmon Holdings, plus huge amounts 
of capex in the rail and the utilities. 

If you think about inflation and things that you can do to hedge 
against the decline of fiat currency, counterintuitively, the last thing you’d 
want to own would be an insurance company. Insurers largely own bonds 
and cash with their investment assets to later pay claims. Long-term bonds 
with fixed locked-in rates of return will do very poorly in a period of high 
and rising rates of inflation. As inflation increases, interest rates would in-

variably increase, driving down the prices of longer-dated bonds. Shorter-
term paper with trivial initial yields are already losing purchasing power to 
whatever the rate of inflation is. So in Berkshire’s case, you have an insur-
ance operation that does $35 billion in premiums, which are supported by 
almost $190 billion in investment assets. With more than half of those being 
in bonds and cash, he’s slowly diversifying out of liquid securities. But if 
Warren would commit a big investment to gold or gold mining companies, 
I think he could alone incite somewhat of a panic. Mr. Buffett and Berkshire 
are not in a position to buy gold or mining companies.

TWST: You mentioned you invest in outstanding companies. 
We have talked about the mining companies and we have talked about 
Berkshire Hathaway. Who else fits in that category for you?

Mr. Bloomstran: We think at least 90% of publicly traded com-
panies aren’t worthy of investment because they don’t earn their cost of 
capital. Let’s say you have a business that has a positive profit margin of 
say 5% or 10%, but relative to capital earns only 3% on an honest calcula-
tion of the capital employed in the business. If your business has a typical 
amount of debt in the capital structure and you’ve got a debt cost of capital 
of 6% or 7%, you also must have some kind of an assigned cost of capital 
on the equity piece of your capital structure of maybe 10%. If you’re earn-
ing 3% and you’ve got a blended cost of capital of 8%, you are losing 5% 
a year. Your business is slowly losing money, despite a seemingly nice 
profit margin. In the world of publicly traded securities, where you can 

merge your operation with another company and bury a lot of intermedi-
ate-term costs in the accounting, where you have until recently open lines 
of access to new capital, you can borrow money at cheap rates through the 
bond market or through the banking system.

Companies that slowly lose capital have generally been able to 
raise new capital and mask what is really going on. In that way, many busi-
nesses operate on the order of a legitimate Ponzi scheme. How many small 
business owners do you know who lament if we could only borrow more 
money we’d be OK? We are very interested in businesses that earn more 
than their cost of capital. Berkshire is a big piece or our portfolio. As I said, 
we have an almost 10% weighting in our two gold mining companies. 

We have a big position in a very undervalued and overcapital-
ized auto insurer in California, Mercury General (MCY). We have a 
decent-sized position in Leucadia (LUK), we own Pepsi (PEP), we own 
J&J (JNJ), we’re going to lose the position I alluded to in the company 
that mines copper and zinc, Inmet (IMN.TO), which is in the process of 
a hostile takeover from a company called First Quantum (FM.TO); 
they’re both Canadian mining companies. 

First Quantum is probably going to close on the hostile take-
over sometime next week, or maybe even later this week, at a price that’s 
probably 90% of our perceived fair value of the Inmet company. Inmet 
has a big mine in Panama that’s still yet to be developed, is going to cost 
on the order of $5 billion. It’s almost the bird in the hand or two in the 
bush, which do you want? We’re getting 72 bucks a share for our Inmet 
shares, and we think fair value is closer to $80, but we’ve elected to 
tender our shares at 72 bucks and a big short-term gain.

TWST: What makes you turnover a portfolio?
Mr. Bloomstran: If a company’s share price accretes to close 

to our measure of fair value, we tend to be sellers of companies. The 

“We think at least 90% of publicly traded companies aren’t worthy of investment 
because they don’t earn their cost of capital.”

1-Year Daily Chart of Mercury General

Chart provided by www.BigCharts.com
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good news is for the 14 years of the firm, we’ve generally been able to 
find new things to do and replace companies that we bought for $0.70 on 
the dollar that get to fair value for other investments. We have been able 
to fortunately find new things trading at $0.70 on the dollar. 

In the late 1990s, when the Dow and S&P were at highs, the 
market was very tiered, the very big blue-chip companies like GE (GE), 
Microsoft (MSFT), Coca-Cola (KO), were all trading very richly. Coca-
Cola was trading at over 40 times normalized free cash earnings, 
Microsoft was trading for 31 times sales at its peak, 80 times profit. A lot 
of smaller companies, small insurance companies, banks, thrifts, fire truck 
manufacturers, small retailers, were just unloved and neglected. They re-
sided in these small- and mid-cap fund portfolios. If you aren’t keeping up 
with Nasdaq, which was up 84% I think in 1999, and you’re running a 
small-cap value fund — even though you might have made money in 
1998, 1999, your investors ultimately chased the things that were hot — 
these poor fund managers would show up at the office each day facing 
redemptions. If you didn’t have cash in your fund, you had to sell stocks, 
and it drove the valuations of a lot of really good businesses down to at-
tractive prices. So despite the fact that you have all the Internet and tech-
nology nonsense going on, and you have basically the “New Nifty Fifty” 
trading north of 35 times profit, the overall market was expensive.

Now you’ve also got a lot of companies that were really, really 
cheap. We had big returns in 2000, where the market was down 9%, our 
stocks were up over 20%, the next year, 2001, the market was down al-
most 12%, and we were up over 20% again. Most value guys lost money 
in 2002, as did we, when we were down about as much as the S&P 500, 
which was down 22% I think. In 2008, we really probably had our best 
year. A lot of the value guys that had done so well during that previous 
50% decline on the S&P and 80% decline on the Nasdaq from 2000 to 
2002, had drank the Kool-Aid, and too many of these otherwise really 
smart investors owned big positions in financials like Bear and Lehman 
and AIG and Fannie and Freddie, and things that completely didn’t 
blow up but would never fully recover like GE and Citigroup (C), be-
cause they were seemingly cheap on paper. 

We avoided that whole pitfall, the trap of the unknowable 
balance sheets. We were down about 20% on the partnership that we 
manage and on our separate accounts, and the S&P was down 37%. We 
lost, but we lost way less. Our turnover over the years has been about 
20% per year, which is a typical holding period of five years. We turned 
the portfolio over 80% in 2008 and didn’t touch the Berkshire posi-
tion, which was even then 20% of our capital. The chaos brought plenty 
of opportunity for us.

Typically, we sell things because the price trades at fair 
value. We will also sell things because we’ve either made a mistake 
and the fundamentals of the business aren’t as sound as we thought 
they were, or management has taken the business in a different direc-
tion than we think that it should go. Selling because the price appreci-
ated to fair value is the fun way to sell things; the hard way to sell 
things is because things have not worked out, and you think the busi-
ness is not what it was when you bought it or has changed for the 
worse. Fortunately for us, the vast majority of our turnover on our 
shares held over the years has been because we’ve made money and 
not because the business has been broken.

TWST: You said you maintain a concentrated portfolio. 
What about diversification?

Mr. Bloomstran: We really think the unoriginal but uncon-
ventional notion of putting all your eggs in one basket and watching 
that basket closely makes a lot of sense. We don’t at all set out with 
an intention to take on risk by not diversifying. Risk to us is perma-
nent loss of capital. The adage of risk and return being correlated is 
misguided. Most that take on our definition of risk invariably lose 
money. Occasionally, and not frequently, opportunities arise that have 
huge upside reward and no or little downside risk, using permanent 
loss as the measure of risk. 

You need to be in a position to take advantage of that. 
Sometimes you build a big position slowly as the price drifts downward 
but the fundamentals remain positive. Other times, big low-risk, high-

“If a company’s share price accretes to close to our measure of fair value, we tend to 
be sellers of companies. The good news is for the 14 years of the firm, we’ve generally 
been able to find new things to do and replace companies that we bought for $0.70 on 
the dollar that get to fair value for other investments.”

1-Year Daily Chart of Johnson & Johnson

Chart provided by www.BigCharts.com

1-Year Daily Chart of Leucadia National

Chart provided by www.BigCharts.com
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reward opportunities appear all at once. Only from experience and cumu-
lative learning can you be ready for those. 

While we don’t disavow diversification, Berkshire would be 
a rare exception as a really, really big position, simply because we 
think the assets within the business itself already are diversified and 
because they are of such high quality in terms of positive returns on 
capital, the capital structure of the business itself and the discount to 
fair value. By discount to fair value, I mean price is really important. 
Really high business quality coupled with a price below fair value, 
which the stock market does tend to give you from time to time. That 
dual margin of safety lets us sleep at night, and lends itself to a lack of 
diversification. There are not that many opportunities to put a lot of 
money into an asset or a situation where you have both of those mar-
gins of safety working for you. When you get the dual margins, you 
need to take advantage. More often than not you do get a chance to buy 
things because there is a problem and our job is to discern whether the 
problem is material and real and will long-term destroy value, or 
whether it’s a misperception by Wall Street.

We have been pretty good on that over time, where we think 
the Street has just been wrong. I think the gold miners are a great 
example of that today; you’ve got some really smart guys out there in 
the hedge fund world that are giving up on the miners. It’s easy to say, 
I mean the industry has misgauged their input prices, and you haven’t 
had the positive leverage to the gold price. It’s easy to find fault in 
zealous acquisitions that haven’t borne fruit so far. I think to own 
these things when we did back in late 1990s, you had to make a 
stretch to justify ownership because they were all trading at 40-plus 
times earnings, you had to be confident the gold price was going to 
rise materially and that margins would expand. Today you’ve got 
them all at 10 times or less really normalized earnings, and the majors 
are using a $1,300 long-term gold price.

Newmont raised theirs by couple of hundred bucks and they 
are $1,400 now. But it is really hard with these supply/demand dynamics 
you look at long-term to make a case that gold is not going to be materi-
ally higher, especially in the wake of a lot of the macroeconomic prob-
lems that we see. With this runup in Berkshire Hathaway, it’s trading 
closer to appraisal than it has been in the last handful of years. At higher 
prices, we will reduce the position. 

We have a big position in ExxonMobil (XOM). We can 
own 15 different companies in the energy world, but with 
ExxonMobil we can own the very best assets in the oil patch, the 
very best management team, the best allocator of capital out there. 
I would rather own Exxon and their assets and their reserves than 
any combination of other majors, simply because they’re better, the 
capital structure is better, they’re better at capital allocation, they 
buy back shares when they are cheap not because Wall Street tells 
them that share repurchase is a good idea. At times, they have gone 
against the industry in terms of exploration and production budgets. 
When oil prices were on the way up five years ago, the integrateds 

were all spending a lot of money on E&P, Exxon really cut back 
their budget and argued it was going to be cheaper to buy reserves 
at some point, and they were right. Most importantly, while we’ve 
made a lot of money on our Exxon position, the shares are still 
cheap relative to our appraisal of fair value.

TWST: What are some of the specific advantages your firm 
offers clients?

Mr. Bloomstran: We’re patient. I think we’re very good at 
managing risk. I think we’re better than most at saying no to situations 
that don’t make sense. We really do adhere to the dual margin of safety 
of business quality and price, and are willing to concentrate our invest-
ments in very low-risk situations. We are in business to beat the S&P 
500. The ability to say no is a big deal. We can pass on many companies 
the diversified crowd must own. For example, there are some 350 com-
panies in the S&P 500 that have defined benefit pension plans. A lot of 
these plans are embedded in businesses that have been around for a long 
time with unionized workforces and such. In some cases, the plans are as 
big as the companies themselves by capital. 

For well more than a decade, we’ve said that pension plans 
that are assuming that they are going to earn 7% or 8% or 9% on their 
investments, on their plan assets, have been kidding themselves in a 
world where actual realized returns stood to be far less — in 2000 for 
instance, when the S&P was 1,520, we had fair value on the S&P at 
595. We felt stocks need to decline by 65% or for some 15 years to pass 
for the economy and for sales and profits to catch up with the then-el-
evated share prices. It’s also pretty obvious that fixed income yields at 
nascent levels far below return assumptions couldn’t help. We have 
long assumed that the average pension plan would earn 4% on their 
investments, not 8%. In doing that, we’d amortize what would ulti-
mately be the realistic cash cost to a businesses to have to put real cash 
profits into their plans to attain funded status, not via accounting gim-
mickry but as a real cost per year, whether in a big lump sum or over 
time. When you do that math, there is more than $10 per share from 
S&P 500 profits that the companies with plans will have to deduct from 
reported earnings and direct annually to their plans. 

So it’s easy for us to say, “Well, if the ultimate cash cost of 
funding the pension plan erodes too much profitability, current profits 
are overstated, earnings expectations are overstated, we can just say 
no.” We won’t buy the company or its shares. It doesn’t matter what 
GAAP or ERISA accounting tells you, or that reality says if the pen-
sion plan is that big of a risk, those companies are going to see most 
of the profitability consumed by having to fund the pension plan and 
not dividends or share repurchases at reasonable prices or intelligent 
acquisitions, but money diverted to pensions, and those monies won’t 
really be profits of the business. If you are a diversified fund or an 
index fund, then you’ve got to own those businesses, and it’s a real 
luxury of ours to be able to say no. I mean, we’re scrubbing down the 
accounting not only for pensions but also by normalizing a portion of 
write-offs as what would be normal expenses. 

“We’re patient. I think we’re very good at managing risk. I think we’re better than most 
at saying no to situations that don’t make sense. We really do adhere to the dual 
margin of safety of business quality and price, and are willing to concentrate our 
investments in very low-risk situations. We are in business to beat the S&P 500.”
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Also, some companies are still awarding material amounts of 
stock options to executives and employees, and we do the math and try to 
make sure the accounting there is right. It’s better than it was a decade and 
a half ago but it’s still not great. We are really good at scrubbing down 
accounting and measuring free cash normalized profits as a percentage of 
capital, not so much as simply what Wall Street thinks earnings are going 
to be for the next 12 months. We think about and act on the normalization 
of the business cycle. Coming back to the answer, we’re really good at 
finding good businesses and having the patience to wait for the prices to 
be reasonable enough to give you a dual margin of safety.

TWST: Thank you. (LMR)
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